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Abstract:

Recent determinations of the non-relativistic Hartree atomic wave
functionsl have permitted us to estimate which electronic configuration
of the free lanthanide atams is more stable and to make theoretical
estimates of physical quantities siich as the spin-orbital splitting
parameter, Slater F€ integral, diamagnetic susceptibility, atomic scatter-
ing factor and L emission spectra.  Calculations of the_equilibrium
Wigner-Seltz radius p and the campressibilities X were recalculated by

1 1.. the Frohlich-Raimes method. This method has been extended to obtain theI.
f deviations from Vegard' s  law  for a number of cerium based alloys.
1,/.f  :. -
t

.. Hartree Calbulations:0-'.

Until quite recently the self-consistent field (SCF) method Har-
tree2 employed for obtaining atamic   wave   f undtions   *nl and eigenvalues
Enl has been applied to only a few scattered elements with atamic num-
bers Z larger than 42.  Mrs. Ridley3 published in ;960 calculations for

..·

Pr+3 and Tm+3. Using her data, Freeman and Watsan4 obtained Hartree-
Fock wave functions for the trivalent lanthanide ions; that is, wavej
functions corrected for exchange.  Recently Holm# independently deter-
mined Hartree eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for the neutral ytterbium
atom.  Aside fran these atams, SCF information has been determined by
Hartree and co-workers for a few elements each side of mercury.

. , tr Energy eigenvalues En, for the free lanthanide atams were camputed
for the canfiguratians 4fnBd6$2 and 4fn+1682.  These are summarized in

Fig. 1.  Although two curves are shown for Ebf and E6s, anly ane curve
is appropriate for Esd.  The binding energy (-E4f) of the 4f electrons
increases with Z.  Most of t e decrease in binding energy due to the
change from 4fn5d682 to 4fn+16s2 can be attributed to an increased re-
pulsian between 4f electrons.  The potential field that these electrons
experience is modified by the loss of the 5d electron.  Presumably the

shift in E4f due to this factor is small.

According   to  Koopman' s theorem, the ionization  potential'for  a
given 8lectron  is   approximately  equal   to  its el*emralue. Coulson  and
Sharma pointed out that the 4f shell of the lanthanides would begin
to fill when E4f lies below (or the binding energy above) the first
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ionization potential.      It is interesting to campare the beginning   cf   the
4f transition elements deduced fram the present eigenvalues with those

previously available.

In 1955, LatterT   used   the   Thomas -Fermi statistical distribution   of
electrons to obtain  the   several   eigenvalues   for  all   of the elements.      In                                   -·

addition he employed the Di ac or exchange correction to the TF model.In 1961, Coulson and Sharma made an important correction for self-
interaction'-- of the 4f electron.  The 4f eigenvalues determined by these

i

three treatments of the statistical model are presented in Fig. 2.  In
i              addition, the experimental ionization potential Il and the present Har-

tree  values  of  14f are plotted  in this figure.

i -' · On the basis of this comparison the lanthanide series would start
I at  erbium, using Latter' s TF values,   and at promethium using  his  TFD
A                                   values. Thd Coulsan-Sharma improvement leads to samarium  as the first
,«,              member. The Hartree method, however, yields more realistic values since'
1.

the series starts between lanthanum and cerium.

1:....
A detailed study of the energy of different configurations of the

free cerium atom was made because several estimates of the valence of

b,. metallic cerium have been published. Gschneidner and Smoluchowski8
1.

.. after reviewing the available data on atamic radius, magnetic suscepti-

h                            bility, Hall coefficients, etc. conclude  that the metallic valence  of
cerium in the room temperature y-modification is not significantly
different ·fran 3 but that in the low temperature or collapsed a-form,

... the valence is not 4 but approximately 3.6.  That is, in the y-phase,
44-                                   three ( 5df;s2) electrons become conduction electrons   and  the   ion  core  has

a localized 4f electron, whereas in the a-phase, the 4f electron has
-

been pramoted from approximately 40 per cent of the ion cores into the
4 .

canductian or valence band.  Hartree eigenvalues and radial density
R.,S functions were obtained for a series of configurations of the form4

4fx5d2-x6s20 The variation of eigenvalues   as a function  of  x,    the4
occupancy of the 4f subshell is shown in Fig. 3. The change af approxi-

4             mately 13 electran-volts (nearly one Rydberg) in Ebf as x increased, is
-                  surprising.   It can be concluded that much of the decrease in the bind-

ing energy af the 4f electrons with increasing x is due to increased
electrestatic repulsion.  However as the number of 5d electrans (2-x)

increases, their electrostatic repulsian is more than offset by the
reduced screening of the nuclear charge by the 4f electrons.

Derived    Quantities:
r  ·'',-

i

.

.. I The total binding energy Et can be crudely estimated by summing the
,.

total eigemralues and subtracting the interaction energies given by the
Slater Fo integrals9.  It is assumed that the electrons move in a
central field af spherical symmetry, which is the same assumptian upan

t·                which the Hart;ree and Hartree-Fock methods are based. The present
               values af Et indicate that the canfiguratian with 0.5 of a 4f electrons,

1 2



i.e. x ='0.5, is more stable than any of the configurations camputed.
Howeveri consideration of E  lea48 one to conclude that the arrangement           z
4f 5d6se is more stable than 4#+1682 for the lanthanides.  This is con-
trary  to the recent atomic beam results  reported  by  Amith  AnA   Spaldinglo.
It should be mentione0 that the inclusion of the appropriate linear cam-
binations of Slater rand Gk integrals in camputing the interaction
energies14  i.e., the two-electron contributions to the total of one-

electron energiej may remove this discrepancy.

Plots  of the radial density  function  r21 *( r)12  for  the free cerium
atam have been made for the three values of the occupancy x.  To meet
the Wigner-Seitz boundary condition, the derivative of *nl must vanish
at radius p, a substantial fraction of the 6s electrons must be cam-

pressed to lie within the Wigner-Seitz sphere.  Thus because of enhanced
electrostatic repulsion, E6s will be substantially reduced in magnitude.
The effect on the 5d electrons will  e lesser as can readily be seen.
The conclusion of Watson and .Freeman , that the 4f would be buried
radially and thus relatively uneffected by the environment, would appear
to be substantiated.  The behavior of the 4f electron in cerium metal
might be substantially different from that in other lanthanide metals,
because the eigenvalues of 4f, 5d and 6s electrans are so similar in the

case af cerium.  However, no firm conclusion that the *f electron is
only slightly affected by enviranment can be made until at least Hartree
wave functions have been obtained which are subject to the Wigner-Seitz
boundary conditions. Band calculations would  be a further substantial
improvement.

Typical values of the spin-orbital splitting parplpeter C for tp 4f
electrons fram Hartree calculations by Boyd and Waber'-L are 641 cm- -Tor
Ce and 2480 for Er whereas the experimental values - fitted to sPEctraldata are 640 end 2470 rgspectively as quoted by Freeman and Watson .
The Hartree-Fock values   are from 30 to 14 per cent higher than,
ex*erimentall''     *  -

12
4 Blume and Watson recently pointed cut that the spin orbit coupling

parameter is not correctly given by < r-ldV/dr > when determinental wave
'.

functions are used, such as in the Hartree-Tock method. Inclusian of
certain exchange type terms they have subsequently shown, leads to ex-
cellent agreement between calculations and experiments for atans con-
taining 3d and *p outer electrans.  Unfortunately their calculations

have not been published for the lanthanides.

6                     The configuration of the free atcm used was 4 5(16  since this
has the same number of f electrons as Freeman and Watson used. The

correctness of their assumptian about the behavior of the 4f electrons
is supported by ca4paring our results for the neutral atom wlth the re-
sults of Ridley's similar calculation for trivalent ions.  Our inter-
polated values for Pr and Tn are 773 and 2740.  Her values3 are 785 for

3



+3Pr+3 and 2742 for Tn  .

The Slater integrals identified as 3'2 obtained by Boyd and Waberll
have been caIIpared with values fitted by Judd and Lindgren*3 as well as
by Crozier and Runcimanl4 to spectral data.  Although calculations by
Boyd end Weber are 21 to 28 per cent higher than the "experimental"
values, they are closer than the Hartree-Fock values. The latter, ob-
tained by Freeman and Watson  are 40 to 48 per cent higher.

Atomic scattering factors have been obtained using the Hartree wave
functians and will be reported elsewhere.  It is interesting that values
calculated with two configurations differ by several tenths of an electran

' in useful range  of  sin 9/1 values. Probably the present calculations  are
more   realistic   than the Thomas-Fermi-Direc values tabulated  by   Ibers15.

Fram the calculated Hartree energy eigenvalues and the spin-orbital
splitting energies, it is possible to obtain the energies corresponding 4

to the L-emissian spectra. ,A comparison of the present results with
X-ray spectroscopic valueslo indicates that the nan-relativistic values
for cerium are fram 3.8 to 4.2 per cent law.

The major error comes from the fact that both of the 2p levels will
have even greater binding energy than the 3d levels in the relativistic

case; any improvement in the spin orbit Bplitting will have a small in-
fluence an the emission energy.

Van Vleck17 noted that molar diamagnetic susceptibility of a free
atcm is given by

Xdia = .-0.790 x 10-6 (E r2)                            (1)                    1
where  r2, the expectation value  of  r2  for each electron shell, is sumned
over all of the shells and weighted accor ing to the number

of electrons
in each. Values of the qu4ntity (-X ' 10 ) range fram 95.3 for Ce to
78.7 for Yb in the 4fu5d6sc configuration and fran 94.2 for Ce and 75.1
for Yb in the 4fn+16s2 configuratian. These arg laF*er than the values
suggested  by   the Thamas -Fermi model, namely   10-0    ZH  ,.        However,    they                                                                

are difficult to campare with experimental values since the latter are
observed for solids rather than for free atoms.  The diamagnetic suscep-
tibility depends mainly on the wave functions of the outermost electrons
and these are strongly perturbed in a sajid. Values for two Rther can-
figuratians 'of Ce nemwdy 95.1 in 4fo•55d.' .5682· and 94.8 in Sd=6s2. These
suggest   that 'the major inf luence   of   the 4f electron   is in shielding   the
nuclear charge.

Cohesive Energy Calculation:
1.1:     1

In the  calculation by Bernstein and Smith 8 of the cohesive energy
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of the lanthanides, the experimental values of the third ianization
potential I< were used, where available, to obtain the parameter r
which deterfAines the ground state energy in the method of Fr8hlichf9
and  Raimes20. In other cases, they assumed   that   ro  was  larger  than  the
ionic radius ri by a canstant amount /: For tetravalent cerium and
divalent eurepium, they estimated the

ion 
radius fran the trivalent

radius using Pauling's empirical equation-  and used this quantity in
an equatian they derived involving a Prokofjew potential27 for the lon
core.  Larsan and Waber23 recalculated the cohesive energy, campressi-

I :. bilitY X and the equilibrium Wigner-Seitz radius p for a number of rare
earths using the most recent values of I3 and a modification of the
transcendental equatian all previous investigators had employed to de-
termine ro. Values are compared in Table VI with the values of Bern-
stein and Smith and with the observed values.  Calculations for tri-
valent Eu and Yb as well as for divalent Lu are also presented.  It will
be seen that agreement between calculated and exPSEimental Wigner-Seitz
radii has been improved although Larson and Wabet' observed that values

, ;                                          of   p   are   about   10   per cent larger than experimental. This tendency   is               t           ..    1
-'.7.1.-   ·.

1, supported by Table I.

a... .....

Wigner-Seitz Camprepsibility Paremeter ro -
v                     Radius (Bohr Units) -X · 100 kg/cmP (Bohr Uhits)
9.

Equation BS
BS LW Obs. BS   LW Obs. LW    BS     used

sc (3)         3.69.:,3.635         3.427            1.3 7        1.2 7
- 2.540  2.56 Raines

Y (3)  4.40  4.358  3.760   2.69  2.44 2.25 3.198  3.20  Raimes': La(3)   4.70  4.653   3.921    3.47   3.22  4.13    1 3·466  3.47 '. Raimes
...

1                Ce(3)  4.65 .4.464  3.81(7) 3.29  2.75  4.10(7) 3.295  3.42 : ri + m
Ce(4)   4.31  3.480  3.57(a) 1.58  0.61  4.72(a) 2.387 3.09 Shielding

I                 sm(3)  4.50:  4.174  3.761   2.88  2.15  3.52    3.031  3.28  ri + m
Eu(2)  4.84  4.829  4.290   8.13  7.76 4.91 3.715  3.67 Both

b                     Eu(3)     -  -  4.088  4.290      -      1.98  4.91     2.953    -      · -

Yb(2)  4.54' 4.485  4.044  6.33 5.92  7.84   3.389: 3.28 .Raimee
D(3) .   -   .: 3.986  4.04$    , -    ·.1.80   7.84      2.860  , - '    . : . -

Lu(3)    4.25    3.771    3.628     '2.36  12.51    2.33        3.198  : 3.06    ri  + m5               Lu(2)  ·.-    4.358  3.628    :-. .  3.10  2.33    2.701 '  .-     . -
5
e .:'. .. It   is interesting to campare as in Fig. 4 the energies for             . ·
' . , . . trivalent and tetravalent cerium whidh enter into these calculations. . : ' ' .

t: The ground state energy (in atomic units) is

"V :  .

. ;-    5
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-

2
n           -  <rs                                                         (2)Eo  re 3

\rol'-
where  n   is the valence,   rs   the -radius   of   the Wigner-Seitz sphere   and  ro
the Frohlich-Raimes parameter.  The interaction energy EI is camposed of
the electrostatic self energy of the (n-1) remaining valence electrons,

1,

I as well as their Fermi, exchange and correlation energies.  The experi-
mental values of p are also indicated in Fig. 4 for the alpha and gamma
fo„ne of cerium.  It will be seen that p calculated for tetravalent
c erium  is  L  smaller  than the experimental value   for a-phase suggesting
that 4 is too high a valence.  Generally the metals were calculated to                '
be more incampressible   than  they  are in nature. Inclusion of repulsion
between the ionic cores was recently studied by Larson and Waberel.   This
tends to make them more campressible at low pressure, and more incam-
pressible at high pressures.  Unfortunately the calculated values of p
would be even larger.

The Frohlich-Ralmes method  can be applied to alloys. The ground
state energy was then assumed to be given by

-

c. n.
+    CBDB      3  - Cr    12

g 'o f  -e _3 -1:412-   ,-rs    -    1,&1  -              (')
where  cA'  nA end  rnA  are  rdspectively-the Maiic  cbScentis€TES;  the -

- .- -9 -

I. ,
valence and the FrEHlich-Raimes parameter for caqponent A. For the
interactian energy the mean number cAPA + CBOR of valence electrons                     i
was used. Values af the total energy 7 & radius p, ead campressibility
K have been obtained as a function of concentration for a large number
of alloys.  Most of these results will be reported elsewhere.  One
interesting result ls summarized here.

It has became camman for metallurgists to campare the observed
average lattice spacing of alloys with the spacing obtained by averaging
the lattice spacings of the campanents.  We have assessed this deviation
from  Vegard' s  law  by  computing

y (CA) = p (CA) - (CAPA + GBOB)                     (4)
The relative deviations 1000 y(CA)/PA can be used to reduce con-

fusian about units; values are presented below for cerium based alloys
cantaining 10 per cent af several solutes.

Solute Alpha Ce Gamma Ce

Magnesium - 1.47 + 6.75
Alwninim + 2.07 + 4.57
Lanthanum - 1.84 - 0.09
Zirconium + 0·32 - 2.29
Thorium + 2.73 - 0.89

6



The relative deviations have the correct sign in both thorium poor
solid solutions when campared with the recent data of Waber, Harris and
Reynor22.  They are smaller in magnitude than the observed values (4.14
for a and -1.31 for 7) ·   The relative deviations camputed by them using
Friedel 's elastic mode125 are similar   (3.1 4   for  a   and    -0.5 7   for   7)·

\
.

, In general, only experimental data for the gamma phase are available.
The sign af y (CA) does agree with that reported by Gschneidher at this
Conference for dilute magnesi alloys but does not agree with the recent
findings of Harris and Raynor   for cerium dissolved in alpha-zirconium.
The sign of y (c ) for lanthanum does not agree w%th the positive
deviations discu sed  by  Gschneidner-' and  Vineyar;2 f   for  various rare earth
additions to cerium. Further verification of the change in the sign of
y   (CA)    on   cooling   €0 form alpha phase alloys would be desirable.
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